
Hello my glorious friends of the Dexter Drama Club. My name is Noah Wiseman as of
the school year 2021/2022 I will be a Sophomore in grade. In the past two years despite
circumstances I have been as active as possible with the DDC taking part in five
productions playing Nikko the Monkey in Wizard of Oz, Doormouse in the 3D Show
Alice, Green in the 3D show Crafting a Killer, multiple background roles in both
Sherwood The Adventures of Robin Hood and Tarzan and two Improv workshops along
with the shows. This year I am in the hopes of taking an even more active role in the
club by becoming an Improv Captain this upcoming year. Improv was the first thing I
ever did for the DDC and I have always returned back to it. I’ve always enjoyed the fun
stories and creative choices created by my extraordinarily talented peers as well as
getting the opportunity to learn so much about acting without a script and how to tell
stories. As an Improv Captain I am hoping to pass on many lessons that I have learned
about Improv with both my good friends as well as any new comers that have the
privilege of joining us. We would be learning about many tips and tricks such as trusting
your instincts and not overthinking the storys building self confidence, how to use
yes/and working together with a partner and establishing a teamwork cause there is no
way we could complete a production if we all work alone, and most importantly I just
want to let everyone have some fun every week. I go to Improv and I am always finding
myself and my friends laughing and always having a fun time and I want to make sure
we all still get to have fun every Friday. Not only is this good for learning but Improv is
almost like a weekly bonding event allowing us to become closer and make new friends
as well as strengthen our relationships with our old ones too. I have been developing
several new Improv games for the new year that we can play together should I be
elected as a captain. For proof allow me to spill the beans on one of my new ideas. This
game I am currently calling “Rewrite Time” This game is basically a combination of
“Coming Soon to Theaters'' and “New Choice” . It is a four player game though I could
see it being possible to have five or maybe even six players joining in though four
seems the most reasonable. The game has two people one who is writing a book and
the other being their friend and the writer is telling the story out loud and the other two
players would be recreating it however the friend would be rewriting key plot points of
the previous scene in their own image forcing the actors to alter the scene as the two
friends debate different scenes and how they would play out. It definitely sounds better
in my head then when typing it out but I do think it could be really fun and it isn’t the only
game I have developed but if you’re really interested in those other games then you
should probably elect me. If I am elected as an Improv Captain I promise to bring my
glorious friends tons of fun and great storytelling while also teaching you new methods
of acting and how to apply it both in Improv or even on stage for those who do the main
productions. I will always be there for everyone with a kind heart and an open mind and
I will never let anyone feel anything less than happy and enjoying themselves. You’ve all
been such amazing people to me and now it is time that I return that favor to you guys
just be sure to break a leg on stage since you’ll all be in our Improv cast (Just a funny
not funny pun for everyone)

Sincerely Noah Wiseman


